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Last Updated on January 30, by Gary Hargrave. In a world where wire welders are gaining
popularity by the minute, true stick welders still hold a place in the heart of people. One of the
problems that I faced using a welder is that wired welders could not go through big and wide
chunks of steel or cast irons. But a big part of a welding machine is to make holes or to cut
metal sheets into several pieces. But the Lincoln AC helped me solve the problem. Because
where other welders lose their touch, this one is just getting started on its workability. You can
easily penetrate 16 gauge and more. This Lincoln ac review is about letting you make a choice
while buying your designated welder. To know more about the company Lincoln, check their
about-section. So, we find some pointers and characteristics that make any product suitable for
you to buy. Also, we compare those characteristics to find the perfect and the best product
available in the market. Not all professionals have the same use for the same product. So, out of
all the professions available, the following have the perfect use for a stick welder-. When using
stick weld, the appearance of the welded metal is not appealing. The simplicity and versatility of
the stick welder make it unique. One thing is sure that a stick welder can get the job done while
other welders might not perform well. Because a stick welder does not concentrate on the
appearance of the welding. Rather it concentrates on fine craftsmanship. Stick welders have
both AC and DC features. AC welders are meant for efficiency and DC welders are meant for
smoothness. Though people prefer DC welders per se, AC welders deliver efficient work in the
least amount of time. Newer welder models are getting cheaper due to the limited price of
materials. On the other hand, some are getting expensive due to the extra features. But stick
welders have the same design from previous models. Thus, the pricing is within the range and
affordable for everyone who wants to have a fine welding machine that can get the work
completed. For 40 straight years, this has been in this same model. So, this is actually forever
because most of the welders have had newer models integrated every now and then. But people
trust this machine. Lincoln AC welders have a reputation for giving the most significant smooth
performance while welding. As you know, welding is not a smooth job. It gets a lot bumpier than
it looks. But the Lincoln ac manages to keep the bumps on the down low and provide maximum
efficiency at an amperage of Cutting edge performance is what to expect from this device. Get
this, most of the welding machines of the 21st century have a limit of not going through metals
thicker than 16 gauge. But the Lincoln AC , starts where others fail. It can easily weld through 16
gauge and above. That makes it a very powerful welding machine suitable for heavyweight
construction work. One little security concern while welding is that the device can get pretty
warm. Sometimes overheating can cause the devices to worn out or even blast to the abyss and
cause mass destruction. People can get hurt. Mostly, cheap non-brands have a problem like
this. But the Lincoln will not disappoint you. It has external thermal protection that keeps the
device cool for a certain period of time delivering more work time. Some might think having a
long power cord is really a normal feature. Some might think why do we need an external power
cord. The thing is, a power cord keeps you at a safe distance. A welding machine has to have
maximum portability to ensure that you can carry it to different worksites. It is not fixed for one
job only. You have to take it to different places to work on different projects. So having the
maximum portability is necessary to do that. The Lincoln AC ensures maximum portability. This
proves that the device itself gives you a guarantee of service. But the warranty is necessary.
There might be some technical manufacturing defect that might cause harm. So, the warranty
helps you to keep on the safe side. The main problem that people face while buying a welding
machine is incomplete penetration and fusion. If you have read the Lincoln AC review carefully,
you should know why this is the best solution. Firstly, the stick welder makes you able to
penetrate over 16 gauge metal and even cast iron. That completes the penetration expected
from a welder. Also, Lincoln works on amp ensuring maximum fusion among metals. Now, click
here to know more about the prices and other information about the Lincoln AC. Last Updated
on January 30, by Gary Hargrave In a world where wire welders are gaining popularity by the
minute, true stick welders still hold a place in the heart of people. Why Is It Unique? Input
Power. Rated Output. Input Current. Output Range. Dimensions H x W x D. Net Weight. Login or
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Lincoln AC , PM. Hello, I could use some advice - before I go and make another hasty decision. I
have a short-term need for a basic stick welder. I thought I'd be a good boy, and buy a used one
and save some money. He told me the electrode holder and ground clam were corroded. I
rushed and didn't look into the pricing, and purchased the machine. The cables are extra long,
as the previous owner spliced another ten feet or so onto the ends. I don't know what gauge
cable comes standard, but on the electrode side, the splice addition is substantially beefier. On
the ground side, it looks to be the same type of cable. The cables have some dry rot, but are not
too bad until you get closer to the clamps. Since this thing sat around for a while, I'm guessing

that it needs to be opened up and that the contacts will need to be cleaned. I don't have a lot of
time or interest in tearing it down, so I'm half tempted to buy a new one at Lowes, and just resell
this machine. Another option, is to spend a little more, and get the Thunderbolt XL, from Miller.
If I have to tear it down and clean it all up, then I'm wondering if I should replace the cables.
Then I'm into it for more money, and the new one looks better, again. I'm sorry for all the detail.
Hopefully it helps. Thank you, backbeat. Tags: None. I would start with a new clamp and try it
out and see if it works. Chances are it will work fine. If you want to open it up and clean it out
down the road great. I have seen some really ond buzz boxes that sat around for years, decades
even, work great. Comment Post Cancel. Keep it Open it up and do wHat it needs, it's a simple
machine and won't take that much to clean up and so on If you buy one at a bigboxstore you
will still have the clamp issue -- they'll be new but still lightweight. The only reason to dump the
machine might be if you want DC Frank. Well there are no contacts, its just a transformer
attached to your work leads. Makes sense Thank you for your advice! I'll get the clamps and
give it a whirl. I think the cables will do. Just curious Thanks again! Originally posted by cruizer
View Post. Lincoln Keep the old one as in many cases some of the newer units may have lighter
duty transformers made from aluminum which reduces the duty cycle. Good point - it's small
money. I'll see how it works. Thank you all, again. Originally posted by backbeat View Post.
Cruizer - I found this link earlier - demonstrating the cleaning of copper 'contacts,' etc. You just
need to invest time to locate. Did new parts work????????? Still works Good unit to break in
on. You can learn alot. It works! Thank you all again, for your help. The machine works fine. I
replaced the stinger and ground clamp, and finally changed over my outlet from a dryer style
receptacle, to the proper welding receptacle. I mainly worked with the because I knew it would
be easier; and it was. Both rod types were tried with and amps. The is going to take some
practice! The wasn't very difficult, but no doubt the welds could be a lot cleaner and without
some of the inclusions that were left behind. There's plenty of room for improvement. I'm
curious what the will look like with DC, since it was fairly nice with AC. Question on leads: Does
anyone know the cable lead size on the AC? Tweco makes cable connectors, but I'm not sure
how they work. It would be nice to put connectors on the AC machine, and the Stickmate, and
just move the leads from one machine to the other - if needed. Thank you! All rights reserved.
Yes No. OK Cancel. The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its
original packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is
found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in
non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional
description. Don't really feel like it's fair for me to rate it. I just started welding and this is the
first welder I've ever owned, but it DID come HIGHLY recommended by several friends who are
welders by profession, and I feel like it's very well constructed and so far it does exactly what
it's supposed to do. So far I love it. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New. Funny right after I
buy this I get offered one for free. The good news is you can find 20 year old versions of this
welder on craigslist selling for close to the price I bought this new for on ebay, so they do keep
their value! Used unit but worked as it should. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: Pre-owned.
Skip to main content. About this product. Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced
brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is
applicable. See details for delivery est. Condition is "New". What you see is what you get unless
stated otherwise. Buy It Now. Add to cart. About this product Product Information The AC
compact stick welder has a broad welding amperage range of amps. It produces an extremely
smooth AC arc for welding a wide variety of materials including carbon, low alloy, and stainless
steels as well as cast iron. Metals 16 gauge and heavier can be easily arc welded with the AC
Additional Product Features Power Source. Show More Show Less. Ratings and Reviews Write
a review. Most relevant reviews See all 8 reviews. As far as I can tell it's great for us beginners!
Very sturdy construction, and works every time I power it up. Lincoln welder ac Classic Good
deal. Product excellent. Packaging can b better though Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New.
Lincoln AC Stick Welder 4. You may also like. Lincoln Industrial Welders Sticks. Lincoln Electric
Industrial Welders Sticks. Stick Industrial Stick Welders. Industrial Stick Welders. Lincoln AC
Stick Welder. Table of Contents. Operator's Manual. Register your machine:. Authorized Service
and Distributor Locator:. Save for future reference. All Rights Reserved. For use with machines
having Code Numbers:. Lincoln electric stick welder specification sheet 2 pages. Single phase
variable voltage power source for automatic ac welding 29 pages. For use with machines having
code numbers: ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 21 pages. Use corrective lenses if necessary to
stay a reasonable distance away from the arc. Page 3: Section A: Warnings W All welders
should use the following procedures in order to St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio The electrode
and work or ground circuits are 4. Use only compressed gas cylinders containing the correct
shielding gas for the process used 6. Remove fire hazards from the welding area. If and properly

operating regulators designed for this is not possible, cover them to prevent the welding sparks
the gas and pressure used. Slide handle into position and secure by turning the locking
Attaching Work Cable to Clamp screw in until it is tight. Turn the switch to the current selection
information. To determine the correct electrode diameter and current settings to use please
consult the Lincoln Weldirectory Bulletin C2. Follow this procedure: 1. Utilice un protector con
el filtro y las cubiertas debidos para protegerse los ojos de las chispas 3. Estas son preguntas
importantes porque el Siga este procedimiento: 1 Utilice un electrodo Fleetweld de 3. Page 37
On occasion, purchasers may ask Lincoln Electric for advice or information about their use of
our products. We respond to our customers based on the best information in our possession at
that time. Lincoln Electric is not in a position to warrant or guarantee such advice, and assumes
no liability, with respect to such information or advice. Print page 1 Print document 38 pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. Four per rectifier and six rectifiers total. I tried out using copper lugs
when I added quick disconnects, and they worked well, so I did it again for these. The key
seemed to be hammering the edges after clamping in the vise otherwise the wires were a little
loose. Then, drill a hole in each just larger than the 8mm bolt that will hold it on. Next, I drilled
some small mounting holes from the outside of the case and into the L-bar. These took machine
screws to secure in place. All of the connectors from one copper lug are connected to the
positive outlet on each of the six rectifiers. Same for the negative outlet and all the AC
connectors. A single bolts holds two rectifiers through the mounting holes. The DC copper lugs
are mounted with the original bolts that came with the quick disconnects and the AC quick
disconnect are attached with the two 8mm 1. This is wired into the positive side of the DC
output. After running some tests, I do believe the arc runs a little smoother with the choke than
without it. The only downside is that the edges on the transformer are so sharp, it chewed up
the jacket on the wire. It makes me wonder if it would be as effective if
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I wrapped the wire around the entire transformer and not just through the center. Closeup of
the lug connections for the choke. DC seems to work pretty well. Explanations of inductance
and capacitors and chokes. Also goes into what you are looking for in a choke big-iron-copper
:. A bit of a low-quality video, but he demonstrates using diodes, a choke, and capacitors so you
can see the difference:. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up
comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. All four connectors installed and labeled.
Mounting holes for the rectifiers drilled Screwed into the wall The outside showing the screws.
Closeup of the rectifiers Rectifiers and the AC and negative terminals from the back Positive
and negative terminals are on opposite corners and so are the AC terminals. September 30, at
am. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search for:. Recent
Posts. Recent Comments. Responsive Theme powered by WordPress.

